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ABSTRACT

After a hriet discussion of the physiological
effects of drugs on the human body, seven distinctive features of
drug usage in the United States since the start of World War II arc
noted, and initiation into drug usage is described. The notion of a
distinct personality type of addicts is not favored since terms used
to characterize the type are nct precise, but rather a matter of
degree. A review of legislation on the handling of narcotics is
given, and several explanations are given for the difticulty in
suppressing narcotics traffic. Finally, the controversy over whether
drug usage should he considered purely an illness, strictly a crime,
or a combination of both is discussed. The methods most widely
employed, usually it ccmhination, tc combat narcotics use are
described. These include: (1) imprisonment; (2) hospitalization, with
medical and psychological services; (j) institutional group
counseling; (4) community surveillance and testing; (5) casework
programs in the community; and (6) auial aid organizations of
ex-addicts. (TA)
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FOREWORD

September 1, 1963, marked the beginning of a coot inning program of
intensive, nationwide institutes for members of parole authorities and
top-level parole administrators concerned with the treatment of youthful offenders. The basic, aim of the Parole Institutes is to provide an

opportunity for a systematic exchange of information and mutual
examination of problems among parole. officials. Leaders of the Institutes include representatives from the fields of sociology, social
work, psychiatry, psychology, and law.

All of die Parole Institute publications have been prepared as resource material to be made available to participants in the Institutes.
The Office of Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Development. is very
glad to work with the National Council on Crime and Delinquency,
and to reproduce several of the Parole Institute publications so that
Ilse materials ma.,- reach a wider audience. It is hoped that these will
assist in the national effort to develop more effective solutions to the
continuing task of combat ing delinquency and you Ili crime.
It is difficult to designate any one sector e f the rehabilitative or correef imml process as the most crucial. Yet, it is inescapable that. the

fruition of
the rehabilitation efforts rests on the linkage between
the offender and the community to which he returns. The last step
in this process is parole. It is the opportunity to reinforce the positives of the rehabilitation process and to counteract the negatives. It
is Ilse strateg,ic position that parole occupies in I he correctional process

that makes it urgent to refine the system so that it may, in fact, carry
out its import ant function.
This volume is concerned with the treatment of those. inv& NI with
the use of narcotics. The document was written by Dr. Daniel Glaser,
Department of Sociology, I'n iversity of Illinois, with the assistance of
Mr. Vincent. O'Leary, Director of the National Pa tole Institutes. In
the first sections, the nnthors describe the physiological effects of narcotics, modem social changes in drug use, personality trails of narcotic
users, and the, suppression of narcotics. The final part reviews several
alternal ive forms of treatment currently being attempted.
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PART ITHE PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF NARCOTIC DRUGS

Perhaps the most adequately confirmed knowledge available on the
drug problem pertains to the physiological effects of the drugs. The
chemicals classified as narcotics fall into two main categories in terms
of their effects on the human body. Those most commonly involved
in illegal use are "depressants," so called because, if taken in sufficient

quantity, they affect the central nervous system in such a way as to
slow up bodily functions and lower body temperature. Tire principal depressants are opium and its derivatives (such as morphine,
heroin, and codeine), marihuana, and the barbitttates. Alcol.ol and
tobacco also are physiological depressants. The other category of
narcotic drugs consists of the stimulants, which raise the body's nervous and muscular tone and keep one awake. Cocaine and benzedrine

are the principal stimulants among drugs involved in illegal use.
Coffee and tea are also stimulants to a much lesser degree.

Opium in its original form consists of the seed capsules of the
Oriental poppy plant. These have been smoked or eaten for their
depressant effects, particularly in the Orient, since ancient times.
Morphine, a chemical derived front opium, was first isolated in 1804
and has been invaluable in medicine as a. pain killer. In recent years
morphine has been replaced in medicinal usage by synthetic opiate
drugs, notably eremerol, which has fewer toxic side effects than morphine. Codeine is a morphine derivative commonly used in cough
syrups.

Heroin is a morphine derivative used by over PO percent of the
persons con, .!ted of felonious drug usage in the United States in recent decades. Because of this association of heroin with illegal narcotics usage, and because it has no advantage over other available

drugs in medical treatment, the manufacture and distribution of
heroin is not permitted for medical purposes. Iferoin generally is
used by drug addicts in a mixture of about '.? percent heroin and PS
percent lactose (milk sugar). The addict dissolves this mixture in
a spoonful of water, heats it slightly, and injects it into his veins. It
may also be sniffed in through the nostrils in powdered form. Especially when injected, it has unusually rapid and pronounced effects.
'Marihuana is prepared from the dowers and leaves of several varieties of I emp plant. Air Oriental variety, known ns hashish, has
been smoked since the dawn of history and is mentioned in the Bible.
1
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These plants grow wild in most of the United States, although a large
proportion of marihuana prepared for smoking is illegally imported
from Mexico. It generally is used as a cigarette. Its effMs are reported to be much like those of alcohol. One cigarette deeply inhaled,
in the special manner favored by this drug's users, is said to be comparable in effect to one "shot" glass of whiskey.

The batiturates are a relatively recent source of addiction, and it
is only within the last 15 or 20 years that barbituratism has been
recognized as a "true addiction." Barbiturates are salts of bartituric
acid and were first prepared in 1903 by Fischer and Von Mering. The
most common barbiturates today have special names (coim?.1 by the
mannfacturers) ending in a l t ' show their relationship to Varb
Barbiturates are commonly prescribed as sleeping pills anti are use

ful depressants of the central nervous system.

Taken in small

amounts under direction of a physician, they produce no ill effects,
but, when taken in large and uncontrolled antounts, they become dangerous and intoxicating drugs. Barbiturates differ from the other
addicting drugs in that they are comparatively easy to obtain, while
other drugs in nonmedical use are dispensed primarily through underworld sources.

More deaths are caused by overdoses of barbitnatestaken either
accidentally or with suicidal intentthan by any other poison except
carbon monoxide. Ilow many persons take these drugs habitually is
not known, but, in 1955, 861,000 pounds were maim factized in the
United States alone., amounting to approximately 26 doses for every
man, woman, and 41fild in the population, according to Public Health
Service Publication No, 545. Even where sale is restricted to prescrip-

tion only, it is possible, and not nnmual, for addicts to obtain prescriptions from more than one physician in the same city or different
towns.

Cocaine comes front the South American cocoa tree. It was first
produced in 1853, and its use in medical practice increased tremendonsly toward the end of the 191h certnry. Classed in the stimulant
or excitant group of drugs because of its of
upon the nervous
system, cocaine is used principally in medicine as a local anesthetic.
It desensitizes sensory nerve endings, but because of the effects of

continued use mental deterioration, nausea, digestive disorders,
sleeplessness, loss of appetite, emaciation, and tremorsit has been
replaced in medicine by procaine and it ovoca inc.

Cocaine, because of its toxicity, is rarely used hypodermically;
addicts prefer to sniff the cocaine powder, commonly known as snow,
through the mucous membranes of the nose. Frequently, the addict

prefers the "speedball," or a mixture of cocaine and heroin, which
blends the shock power of cocaine with the extended afterglow of
heroin and permits the experienced addict to "go fast slow." Cocaine
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addiction is very rare today inasmuch as the drug is so scarce on the
illicit market. International movement of cocoa leaves is strictly
controlled, and Peru, formerly the prim ry source of the drug, has
closed all cocaine factories.

The more recent chemical discoveries, amphetamines, desoxypl,ed-

vines, and related drugs, manufactured under various trade names,
are considered potentially, harmful by h'ederal authorities, as %yell as

by representatives of pharmaceutical groups and medical experts.
Some are. actually classified under the Federal Food, Drug, :titd
Cosmetics Act as dangerous.

Amphetamines, unlike the opiate drugs, do not produce physical
dependence or withdrawal illness, but prolonged use leads to a more
or less permanent state of nervousness and often causes emotional
dependence.

Int oxicat ion from some actually prochices hallucinations

and delusions similar to those brought on by cocaine intoxication.
Many other substances are employed as narcotic:. or quasi-narcotics.
Their variety has become so great, and the rate of innovation so rapid,
that it is hard to deEne them all legally and to impose restrictions which
will affect only their improper distribution or use. Indeed, even the
most ordinary and useful drugs, such as aspirin, sometimes are taken
in excess to produce a peculiar sensat ion, and they may even be fatal.
Also, nany substances not generally considered drugs, such as plastic
glues from model airplane kits, paint thinners, and various spices and
herbs, ire sniITcd, eaten, smoked, or injected to indwe peculiar moods
or sensations, sometimes with unhealthy or deadly consequences.
Addiction and Habituation

Much confusion exists in the use of the terms "addictive** and

"habit-forming" %Olen describing the effects of drugs. In las most

narrow physiological usage, the term "addictive" is only clearly
applicable to opium and its derivatives, and to the barbiturates, among
the more widely used narcotics. In this sense, 111 "addictive" drug is
one for %vhich the body develops:

(a) Tolerance: Th.. biochemical condition of the addicted
person becomes such that he can take a larger dosage of the drug
than most persons could take without pronounced ill effects, or he

has to take more to experience n given effect. His body has
adapted to the presence of the drug so that it is more "normal"
when it contains this drug, than it Nvould be if he took the drug
when not addicted. Often he can take :t dosage which ((odd kill a
nonaddict cd person.

(b) Withdrawal Effect, t; When the drug is oxidized in an
addict's hod s, or is eliminated, and is not replenished, severe
physiological maladjustment occurs %hich can be relieved only
by intake of the addicting drug. Because of the withdrawal
3
315.470 0 - fe
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effects and their rlief by the fircotic, this feature of addiction is
sometimes referred to as "ph Biological dependence." The disorder on withdrawal is also .-sown as "abstinence syndrome."
Of course, if a person survives the w. t hdra wal effects, he may evenh'ally

become adjusted to normal health without the drug. Ile is only
clearly addicted, in this narrow sen ;e, during the period in whim his
body still has clearcut tolerance. ai it physiological dependence.
Most of the confusion regarding ii concept of addict ion comes iron
the fact that the purely organic and t psychologically induced effects
of drugs are so intermingled in Inn an experience. Sensations associated with taking drugs, or with alt ost anything, else which humans

consume, are not uerived just from the chemical effects of the substances on the human organism; the also come from the suggest ims
the user may receive about what the t Teets will be, and from his moral
or aesthetic interpretation of this exy! rience, conscious or unconscious.
Many substances can be eaten, (batik, chewed, or otherwise manip-

ulated so habitually that a persoff becomes highly niefoinfortable
without them, even when he does iht have any clear physiological
dependence on thee,'. These include ..offee, tea, tobmsco, chewing gum,

candy, and even breakfast eggs or o r ige juice. Therefore, the terms
"habit-forming" and "addiction" h ,v e acquired considerable overlap
in common usage. Sometimes a b. oad conception of addiction adds
"habituation" to tolerance end deli ndence for a three-trait definition.
Habituation may also be called psy hological or emotional dependence,
as distinct from physiological dep ndence. Ausubel adds "euphoria,"
or positive psychological sat isfm ion, to tolerance and physiologica1
dependence as primary characteri tics of addiction.'

Persons regularly using mar puma, alcohol, tobacco, coffee, tett,
and other substancessometime even candy or chewing gumregularly claim to experience a disti rbanee front withdray. al of such substances, which is relieved by fin her use of the same item. However,
clear physiological disturbances, relieved only by the same or s
substance, are not found when I ese products are given .) tabor atory
animals. This is a major sourc t of rigorous evidence that most nonopiates commonly called "habit 'orming" are not addictive in a physiological sense like the opiates. There are conflicting opinions in the
medical literature as to whethet purely physiological dependence on
alcohol develops at all ; it has no been demonstrated in animals, and
' David
Ausubet, Drug Addiction Nev York: !tandm 11(t,e, 195S. pp. e10, 20-:A. Dar Id Maurer and V1( tor IL Vogel, Narrotien, and Nare(Afie .tddietbi.
For Ihn mow narrow use, see, for
SprInglield,
C. C. Thomas, 1951. pp.
example, Roger Adams, 'Marihuana,' Holten.' of U'- St ff. York Air:army of
ifedicfne, vol. 18 (November ma), pp. :05-730.
E. M. Jelliuek, The DignIAr Criurrp' of .11oh,di.on, New Ila en, r.,1111.: Hillhoi.e Press, 1060, p. 43.
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if it exists in human beings, it certainly is not as clear and marked as
opiate dependence. Barbiturates appear definitely addictive in all
meanings of the term, although not as clearly as the opiates.'
The second major source of rigorous data on the intermingling of
psychological and physiological effects from these drugs comes from
research in which human beings at t imes received injections of opiates
or other drugs, and at other times injections of an inert "placebo" solution. They never knew vhat they were getting and always assumed
it to be some drug. It is interesting that when morphine was injected
in this fashion, there vere consistent reports by most recipients that
it made them feel depressed ill mood, or dysphoric. Incidentally, the
researchers observed that most medical textbooks, from carelessly accepting reports of persons taking morphine under less controlled conditions, ascribe euphoric effect of this drug, in addition to its relief of
pain. However, with all the drugs tested and with the inert placebo,

the same subjects, a small proportion of all participants, reported
various effects on mood which clearly differed from thise reported by
most subjects. These persons vith atypical respowes had previously
been diagnosed as the least balanced emotionally of the subjects in
these tests.'
The foregoing suggests that unstable persons are particularly prone
to develop psychological reactions to both presumed and act al physiological changes in their body, and the latter often may be mom. thmi
counteracted by the former. Some reactions Of this sort are normal.
A similar phenomenon is familiar in the variety of retie inns which
people display to the presence of alcohol in theil. bodies. 7- .r; varies
from hosti l it y to a fled ion, and from gaiety to depression, as a function
of both personality and social situation.
'I he psychological and social effects of narcotic di ugs probably are
more important than the physiological effects in accounting; for their
post release use by individuals whom parole hoards face. Persons who
return narcotics after being imprisoned or hospitalized long enough
to be in good Beall It vhen released clearly are not physically dependent
upon 1 he drug.. If they resume narcotics usage, it is not. as a relief
from Nvit

rawal effects They clearly crave the drug for some other

reason. Similarly, the difficulty which many people have in giving
up the use of alcohol, tobacco, or coffee, where there definitely is not a
clear physiological dependence, suggesIs t hat tlr., term "habit-formingII. Isbell. ".1,11ii-tion lu Barbiturates and the tinthiturate Abstinence Syn.
&owe. .permute ref hifiroiet .11c4iiiiie. vol. .23 Only 1:45111 ill. WS; National In.
s.iittites
tegrbifiirithit i .140i(lieg 1)rotgA,1 ,i.. Health Service
holing °Mee, 1957.
lication So. 51:1, IV:Islam:1,n, 1).V.: 1-.S. ilevernini
'1,011.1ri Lasagna. John M. Von rclsinger. nin1 Henry K. needier, "Drop
..' gOriati()11,
Changes hi Yfaii,".lorirrial of Mr .4 rmriran

!winced
VOI. 1.17

Ninrch 19 and ?Tarr!

::111.

tap. toot: 1(r.211., 111.3 -111).

. may be quite descriptive of fac ors other than physiological dependence involved in drug usage. Additional ffic:ors in much of this
persistent drug usage are social. This will be described later.
While most of the narcotic drugs can seriously injure a person or

kill him if taken in an overdo3e, it is not clear that a regular but
limited dosage shortens life or las other pronounced ill effects. This,
of course, can also be said of alcohol, and until the recent statistical
correlations of tobacco smokiii with lung cancer, it was also said of
tobacco. Certainly, there are navy people who live to an old are

smoking and drinking daily, an conversely many have serious illness
Dr. Laurence
Kolb, former head of the IT.S. Public Health Service, reports
a case of an 84-year-old physic an Nvho claimed to have taken a daily

and an early death from excessive regular use of alcohol.

injection of morphine for 62 years,' Before World War I, when
there was no restriction on the: sale of opiates in the United States,
there was much addiction among Civil War veterans who, when
wounded, had been issued inor)hine to administer to theinselves.6
'Laurence Kolb, "Let's Stop T Its Narcotics Hysteria," .S'alarday Eccving
Post (July 28,
° Maurer and Vogel, op. cit., p. 6.
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PART 11MIOCENTURY CHANGES IN DRUG USE

In Europe throughout this century, and in the United States before
the 1940ls, most drug addiction occurred among middle-aged and older
persons who were not of the lowest economic status. ' major portion
of the addicts were alleged to have been introduced t the drug habit
through medical sources. These users included man3 imrses, pharma-

cists, and physicians, as well as some individuals for whom drugs
originally were prescribed for medical purposes, but who remained
addicts after their ailments WM cured. There was also a cult of
artists of various sorts using narcotic drugs experimentally, in search
of unique experiences. These included prominent writers, painters,
and musicians. Also, throughout the 20th century, drug use has been
associated with professional playing of jazz music.
Seven distinctive features of drug usage in the united States since
the start. of World War II are, notewmilty. One of these is the increase in drug use by younger persons. This is indicated in table 1,
which despite the changes in completeness of reporting to tly., FBI,
shows a fairly steady trend of increase in persons under 18 among
narcotics arrestees, and decvease in persons over 40.

A second trend is an increase in the extent to which drugs are used
by persons of the lowest economic status. Related to this is a third
trend, the concentration of drug usage in persons of minority racial

and national groups. In the large cities of Northeastern United
States, especially New York and Chicago, Negroes have comprised
over 90 percent of those arrested for narcotics, and the usage has
been concentrated in the poorest sections of the Negro slums. In
Southwestern United States, in the Los Angeles area, those apprehended for narcotics use are more ethnicall3 diverse than in most other

large cities; they incl:ule large proportions of whites, Negroes, anu
persons of Mexican descent.

The concentration in large cities appears

to be a fourth trend of the midcentuty decades. Most commitments
to U.S. Public Health hospitals for addiction in the 1930's were from
Southern States, from rural areas and sn:111 towns, whereas a majority now ire from New York City.

A. fifth postwar development has been the widespread linkage of
different types of drug use. Apparently, smoking marihuana was
spread in minority groups in the 1930ls, and around the end of that
decade. a pattern of p: ogressing from marihuana to heroin was corn7
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Table 1-Age Distribution of Pcrsons Arrested for Narcotics Offenses in U.S. Cities
1940-62
Year

Percentage distribution by age group

Me.

d tan
age

cases

Under

16

17

18

19

16

96,

'_7. 2

3.8
2.7
.8

1.7
1.5
1.2
1.2

2. 5

3, 1

2.6

3. 5

2.1

3,4

2.2
1.9
1.8

3.2
2.9
2.6

1.9
1.7
1.3
2.1

2.4

2.3
2.8
3.6

1956

26.3
27.2
27.8
27.8
27.8
27.3

1955

27.7

.9
.5
.8
.9

1954

27.5

.4

.7

1953

.11

1.2

1952

26.7
27.3

.4

2.0

2. 9

1951

26. D

2. 3

1.1

1950

26.3
27.2
27.5
28.6
30.2

.3
.3

.8
1.0

.9

1.8
1.0

3.6
3.1
4.5

.961

960
1950.
1958
1957

1949
1949

1647
1941
1945
1944

1643
1942

32.6
33.6
34.4

1941

35.5
51.3

1940

31.3

Total

.9

1.1

.8
1.3
1, 0

.1

.4

.1
.1

.4
.1
.3
.1
.2
.4
.4
.3
.5

.1
.1
.1

.2
.2
.2
.2

.0

27.1

7.2

22, 5

25.7
26.7
28.4

6.8
6.4

3.2
3.2

25.6
27.3

3.1

27.2

9.5

27. 8

1.7
3.4
5.3
5.6

27.3
28.8
30.4
32.5
32.6

5.1

91.1

25.5
23.7
22.5

21.0

19.5

21.7
21.7
23.6
25.9
29.2
28.8

28.8

6.1

3, 3

3.7
3.3
2.6
2.6
1.5
3.3
2.9

25.4
22.4

It. 8
19.5

2.1

.7
.7

1.8
2.3
2.2
2.3

18.9 15.3
17.9 15.7
15.0 15.9
12.0 15.8
19.8
20.2

27.1

25.9
23.0
24.6
23.0
20.6
23.6
19.0

5.9

3.2

40-49 50 and
over

22.6
24.1
24,6
26.3
27.9
28.6
27.9

4,1

1.2

.8

3.0 25.2
4,3 27.2
4.2 27.5
3.5 25.0
3,5 24.8

19.9
18.6

1.0
1.2
1.0

1.3

20-24 25-29 30-39

19,4

19.5

28.1
31.2

27.8
28.0

7.7
7.7
7.8
7.4

8.0
8.3
8.1

9.3
8.3
9.5
11.5
12.9
14.4
16.9
18.9
21.3
23.6

25.0
16.2

17.5

reported
(100

percent)

2.9
3.3
3.2
3.3
3.9
3.9
3.9
1,3

29, 068

1.9
1.5
5.5
4.5
5.6
5.7
6.0
8.7

6,634
5,681

7.5
9.9
10.2
10.7

9.8
7.5
8.1

25,280
23, 430
10,'562

9,863
7,277
7, 289

8,899

3, 013

13,030
8, 539

6,546
4,646
3,388
2,697
1,935
1,731
1,331
1,123
2, 598
5, 014

Compiled from Federal Bureau of Investigation, Cat /a to Crime Reports. Note that before 1952 these
Owes were compiled by the FBI from Individual arrest reports sithrn tted for Its liniserpiln ales, while
from 1952 on, the reportr wee compiled by the separate police departments, then submitted as annual
tabulations. A progres.qre Increase In the number of cooperating police departments occurred to Nth the
pre- and post-I952 periods, except for war years.

Both of these drugs are distributed exclusively through criminal channels, whereas in the 1930's and earlier, narcotics used by older
addicts of higher social and economic status, were more. often drugs
noon.

illegally diverted from their normal distribution for medical use.
There still are many who use marihuana but never try opiates, and an

appreciable fraction of opiate addicts have never used marihuana.
A sixth trend in the 19110's and 1950's was the increased association
of drug addiction with other types of criminality. Not only did most
persons arrested for drug use hare a ret.ord of other types of delinquency before they became involved with drugs, but the high cost of
the drugs and their low incomes made it necessary for 'hem to support
the narcotic habit by procuring a criminal income.' The fact that
`This lrer,d has been the major source of setae disagreement in the literature
as to %%tallier ele111,4piettes and (Tint. gvnerally peewit
r- fa nticiletIon, or
only folloW It, as a means of supv,rting the habit. Tabulations of the pre-World

War If criminal records of addict patients in the U.S. Puddle Health Service
Iff,s1dia1s siiggegIed that 75 !WM Hit gut their first conrlrtions for tin rcollys rather

than for other crindnal offenses. flowerer, Panie recent tabulations of arrest
record+ of addicts Irf enstwly of police or eorrmtional agenties, and studies of
8
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heroin was imported and distributed completely through criminal
channels, and was highly profitable, apparently led to the distributors
soliciting sales in the shims, where they were in contact with delinquents and other criminals.
A. seventh trend, especially prominent in the 1060's, was use of new
types of drugs. Notable here are use of a large variety of pills, including several new and dangerous drugs, LSD and other "hallucinogenic" drugs, and the glue-sniffing fad among ju veniles.
hospitalized juvenile addicts by psychologists and sociologists, suggest that most
addicts today were non-drug-using delinquents before they were addicts. Ausu-

bel, op. cit.. Chap. 8; IsIdor (Mehl, 'Narcotics Use Among Juveniles," Social
Work, vol. 1 (April 1956), pp. :7,0-60; 1. Cheln and Eve. Rosenfeld, "Juvenile
Narcotics Use," Lair and ContcuipGrary Problems, vol. 22, No. 1 (Winter 1957),
pp. 53C8; Harold Finestme, "Narcotics and Criminality," Ibid., pp. C9-85;
H. J. Anslinger and W. F. Tompkins, Tic Traffic in Narcotics, New ':ork ; Funk
and Wagnalls, 1953, p. 170,
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PART IIIINITIATION INTO THE DRUG HABIT

The process of introduction to drug use has been vividly described
by several researchers. Becker notes that persons become habituated
to the use of marihuana only through: (1) meeting people who wilt
teach them how to use it by deep inhalation, rather than by ordinary
smoking, to produce marked physiological effects; (2) using it in a
social situation where these physiological effects are interpreted by
others as evidence that the user is "high" and is supposed to feel happy,
even though the physiological effects may often include dizziness and
nausea; (3) defining the overall effects of the total experience, including the social situation, as pleasurable? Each of these steps is promoted by the others and all reflect the "party" setting where this use
usually occurs. Similarities to the introduction of many individuals
to excessive use of alcohol will be noted.

As Becker also has pointed out, the illegality of narcotics has social
consequences which may promote persistence in drug use. First of all,

to get the drugs tie user must become familiar enough with persons
already using them, or selling them, to win their confidence. Secondly, because their use is criminal, drug-taking must be concealed
from nonusers; it is generally clone only when or where conventional
persons ar not likely to observe it, so that users create. a social world
increasingly out of contact with nonusers. Thirdly, since use of the
drug generally is defined as immoral, the user has to develop a special
rationalization to justify use tohhimself.2
Drug users frequently rationalize their habit to themselves by denying that there is anything evil in the drug, finding immorality and
hypocrisy in conventional persow., end thinking of themselves as
Laving an unusual aesthetic experience which "squares" are incapable
of appreciating. Another important feature of the rationalization is
to insist to themselves and to others that they are "not really hooked,"
but could give it up if they wished. A fourth factor in the social
in.-olvemeAt of the. narcotics initiate with other users is the fact that
his first drugs generally are received as a gift from a more experienced
11(11a

S. Itock(T. On li(.oruning n martJanaa User." .4urrrirnn journal

Sori.)?opp. vol. 59. No. 3 1 November 19M) pp, 11A -12 I.

}Iowan) S. ]corker. ...Maruormn l'se and Soda' Control," Sorlol ProVonA,
I July 1955), pp. 3.1-4 I.
11
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This creates an obligation to reciprocate, which means that the
initiate must maintain this contact, or make new contacts, to purchase
his own supply.
Finestone has pointed out that the ideas that a superior sensitivity
and a unique experience are involved in drug-taking. ideas with which
user.

drug users rationalize their practice, are particularly attractive to
"marginal men" who have not been very successful in fulfilling their
aspirations for achievement in the conventional Nvorld. This may
explain why the drug habit attracts adolescents, especially those previously involved in delinqnency, and thus handicat ,red in achieving
their adult aspirations. It may also suggest a reason for the attraction of drug use to minority groups, who suffer frustration in their
ambitious for high staters occnpations and prestigeful social life. In
place, of the sense of failure which these conditions may foster in such
"marginal men," the. "cat cult-,Ire" of the drug users, with its special
language and lore, may offer a sense of having sonic type of superiority., from sharing esoteric knowledge and pleasures. From this
standpoint, the drug use is viewed by addicts not just as an escape, but
as some kind of achievement' It may explain their return to it after
confinement, even when they have long been cured of tolerance and
withdrawal effects.
In talking with drug users, whom they interviewed at Chicago's Institute of Juvenile Research in the early 13:10's, Kohrin and Finestone
distinguished three stages of involvement in heroin addiction. The
first. they called the "joy popper," where the individual has had an
occasional small dose and has not experienced marked withdrawal
effects. The second stage they called the "frantic junkie," where the
offender has taken sufficient drugs to have very clear withdrawal effects, but has not established a regular pattern of drug procurement.
These are the only opiate addicts at all likely to commit desperate and
violent crimes to procure money for drugs, or to seize drugs.
The third stage is the "stable addict," who takes a regular dosage,
usually has an adequate supply on hand to last him over periods when
he may not be in contact with his source of drugs, and generally has
several alternative sources. Such an individual is likely to spend
from $50 to $200 a week for his drags, and the lethargic state which
this use promotes impairs what legitimate income-earning ability he
may hare.'
Although some upper class persons, as well as musicians and enter.
hitters, have enough legal income to support stable opiate addiction,
(July

Finestone, -cats, Nicks, and Color," soriat Probtunm, vol. 5, No, 1
pp. 311
"nprote Admertoll Among A dolvsculit
Kobrin and Harold
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most. stable addicts must also be. professional criminals. Their crimes
generally are nonviolent offenses, yielding small sums each time, but
pursued regularly enough to support their habit. These offenses include shoplifting, stealing from parked cars ("car clouting" or "boost-

ing"), picking pockets, pandering, and prostitution. The sale of
narcotic drugs sometimes becomes a source of income for advanced
addicts, who are able to buy the drugs in large quantities at relatively
low prices; they then regain funds for further purchases by selling a
portion at a profit. to less advanced addicts. It is alleged that the
"higher nits," the importers and whoiesaiets in the criminal distribution of drugs, generally are not addicts, but that at least two-thirds of
the retailers, those who sell directly to users, are addicts themselves.
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PART IVPERSONALITY AND NARCOTICS USE

It is widely held that addicts are of a distinct personality type,
usually described as inadequate, immature, passive, and dependent.
Unfortunately, these are not precise terms, and the characteristics
which they describe are matters of degree, in which different ranges
shade into each other. Indeed, it is probable that both addict and all
other human beings vary considerably in these traits. While the
average addict nay be more passive, inadequate, or immature than the
average nonaddict, sonic addicts do not have these traits pronouncedly
and they are found in 11 lally persons who are not addicts:

The psychiatrist, 'David P. Ausubel, classifies drug addiction into
three main categories: primary, symptomatic, and reactive. Primary

addiction, he claims, serves special functions for the inadequate
personality and for sonic persons suffering from anxiety.
The inadequate personality, Ausubel advises, suffers from "motiva-

tion immaturity"; although they are adults, such persons have the
motivat ional patterns of children. Specifically, he says:

"The inadequate personality fails to conceive of himself as an
independent adult and fails to identify with such normal adult
goals as financial independence, stable employment, and the establishment of his own home and family. Ile is passive, dependent,
unreliable, and unwilling to postpone immediate gratification of
pleasurable impulses. lIe demonstrates no desire to persevere in
the face of environmental difficulties, or to accept responsibilities
which he finds distasteful. his preoccupation with a search for
effortless pleasure represents both an inappropriate petsistence of

childhood motivations which he has not as yet outgrown and a
regressive form of compensation for his inability to obtain sat is.
faction front adult goals.

"IN although he is by any criterion a highly inadequate and
immature person he does not have Fakieht self critical ability to
perceive himself as such. In fart, this blunting of Iris self-crit ical
faculty is partly a defensive device which enables hint to preserve
a serene self-portrait and appraisal of his present circumstances
and future prospects in the face of conditions that would produce
overwhelming feelings of inadequacy in others. It also spares
hint the effort, the planning and the self-discipline that would be
required for effect ing sincere improvement."'
Au,o1R11, op. cif.. p. 42.
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According to Ansubel, three kinds of child-rearing during middle
childhood and preadolescence impair the development of motivational
maturity. These are: (1) The extremely overprotecting parent who

deprives the child of an opportunity to act. independently; (2) the
extremely yrderdominathig parent, who makes no demands on the
child; (3) the extremely 0 verdominal ing parent, who makes dema»ds
on the child so beyond the child's capacity, that the child abandons all

effort to achieve these goals and seeks only escape, from parent.
domination. Ausubel views the drug experience as adjust ire for individuals with these three backgrounds because it reduces their aspirations for adult. goals; they can feel superior, and sublimate, their sex
and hunger drives, by the inimum effort of injecting a needle. In
the case of a motivationally mature individual, Ausobel claims, a drug
experience simply reinforces 1107111a1 aspirations at the same time that

it impairs ability to pursue them, so it is unadapting, and is not. maintained by such persons.'
Anxiety states and reactive depressions are relatively rare personality

conditions associated with primary addiction, according to Ausubel.
These conditions he finds in what might be called overmotivated
persons; they are highly ambit ions and persistently striving, in compensation for a lack of self-esteem, due to either parental rejection or
to insincere parental acceptance. lie notes that such persons overreact to difli.Alt ies which pose a further threat to their self-esteem and
they alwiys feel insecure, regardless of their achievements, because of
their unrealistically high goals. These addicts are more conunon in
hospitals than in prisons, since they usually have economic resources
to support, T.heir habit. Addiction is adjustive for these addicts; it
reduces their emotional response to stress situations, but other sources
of stress red uct ion are available, such as rat ionalizat ion and project ion.
They tend to use mild opiate doses only, and maintain responsible employment and other social obligations.'

In addition to these two forms of "primary addiction," Ausultel
distinguishes "symptomatic addiction" as a "nonspecific symptom in
aggressive antisocial psychopaths." These individuals have a history
of delinquency from an early age, lnd drugs have no adjiistive value
for them except as one more means of expressing contempt for society.
They are atyptical addicts.'

"Reactive addiction" is the third major classification set forth by
Ansubel.

'Ibis is seen as a transitoty condition of adolescence, usually

a group expression of independence from adults. Such users generally do not develop physiological dependence, lie claims, and do
lb14., p. 4R.

' /Md., pp. 41-48.
p.49.
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not persist in drug use. They are most frequent in slum areas, start-

ing the use of drugs as a delinquent gang activity. Of course, all
adolescent. narcotics users are not reactive addicts; some may represent
the beginning stage of the other forms that have been distinguished,
reflecting the types of personalities which these other forms serve.'
The fact that there is much variation in terminology for the description of personality, and most of it is broad in meaning, explains wh2
different psychiatrists often may employ terms other than those used
by Ausubel to point out similar observations. For example, psychia-

trists Donald Gerard and Conar Kornetsky, comparing 30 juvenile
addicts with a control group of 30 nonaddicts in Ne is York, reached a
conclusion summarized by their project director, Chein :

"There appears to exist among the juvenile addicts a pattern
of symptoms which clinicians in various parts of the country
continue to confirm: (1) dysphoria, i.e., a characteristic mood
verging on depression and involving feelings of futility and expectations of failure; (2) problems of sexual identification evidenced
by manifest, sexual psychopathology and/or difficulties in assum-

ing a masculine role; and (3) disturbances of interpersonal rela-

tions, characterized by inrbility to enter prolonged, close, or
friendly relationships with either peers or adults. Furthermore,
addicts typically have a low tolerance of anxiety and frustration,
and are eager to use 'props' and supports of any kind whenever
available. . . .

"In the broadest terms, the potential male addict may be
described as suffering from a weak ego structure, weak superego
functioning, and inadequate masculine identification. . . .
"As to what we have called ego-damaging factors, almost all the
30 addicts came from families where there was a disturbed relationship between the parents as evidenced by separation, divorce,
overt hostility, or lack of warmth and mutual interest. Furthermore, most of these parents either overindulged or harshly frustrated the boys as children. Most of the parents of our addicts

had unrealistically low (though some hues they had unrealistically high) ambitions for the boy. What they wanted for him
as an adult was usually inappropriate o their objective family
circumstances or the ability of the youngster.
"In relation to factors we have considered as leading to inadequate. superego functioning, we found that the addicts experienced

very frequently, and much more often than the controls, cool or
hostile parent figures, weak parent child relationships, lack of
clarity as to the way in which disciplinary policies were established, and vague or inconsistent parental standards for the boy.
Ibid., pp. 49 -5).
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"In relation to the third personality characteristic, there were
many things about the family background of the addicts that
would int erefere with the normal development of feelings of masculine identification. In almost half of the cases, the father
figure was absent from the home d12ing the early childhood period, and in many other cases w1141 a father was present, he was
cool or hostile in his attitude to tli:i boy. The general pattern was
of a weak relationship (the fatherhaving very little to do with his
son), open hostility, or no relationship at all because of a broken
home."

I

It should be stressed that this view 'of the addict's personality and
that by Ansubel are not incompatiiile. They represent different
attempts to reduce to a few major categories a highly diverse assortment of people and behavior. Any cl ssific, tion of human personalities
ies sacrifices some details in order to : imit its description to the high-

lights, and different selections ir vvy' reasonably be made for this
purpose. Ansubel, of course, was aft inpt big to classify virtually all
narcotic addicts in his categories, wh, le. Gerard and Kornetsky were
limiting themselves to juvenile addict; in New York. But the major

features of what Ansubel calls inadequacy and what the New York
study calls weak ego structure are essentI ially the same.

The fact that many persons with this types of personalities described
do not become addicts, and that addi, is are highly concentrated in the
slum areas of our large cities, and in minority groups, suggests that
more than personality is involved it the acquistion of a drug habit.

However, the fact that most minor ity youth reared in the highest,
drug -rate neighborhoods do not become addicts also suggests that more

than neighborhood conditions is involved. Apparently both neighborhod and personality influence complex selection processes, in which

only certain segments of our population have much contact with
oppoetnnities or inducements for tint r use, but only certain personal i
ties in these segments of the populat is 11 find tire drugs particularly adjustive. (Mein describes this selectim process in the slum areas as
follows:
"In the adolescent state (roughly under the age of 18) the street
culture favors "acting out" on t gang basis. Bumbles, fights,
hell-raising, competitive sports a r an appropriate expression for
this age. Even if the gang inclut'es a large proportion of anxio.is,

inadequately functioning boys (of the type we would cons ter
prone to drug use) , the activities of the gang offer a 111CrISIIM of
shared status, a measure of seer rity, r,nd a sense of belonging.
The boys do not have to face life alon,---the group protects them.
Escape into drugs is rot necessary' as yet,
Mein. lee. ell., pp. 54 57.
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"But as the group grows older, two things happen. Sports,
hellraising, and gang fights become 'hid sluff' and are given up.
In the normal course of events, the youthful preoccupations are

replaced by more individual concerts about work, future, a
`steady' girl, and so on. If most of the gang members are
healthy (-lough to face these new per onal needs and engage in
the new activities appropriate for their age, the availability of
drugs will not attract their interest.
"But for those gang members who are too disturbed emotion all to face the future as adults, the passing of adolescent hell
raising leaves emptiness, boredom, apathy, and restless anxiety.
In a gang where there are many such dIsturbed members, the lone

user will soon find companions, and cliques of users will grow
quickly. Enmeshed in the pattern of act irities revolving around
the purchase, sale, and use of drugs and the delinquent efforts to
get money to meet the exorbitant cost of heroin, the young users
can coinfortably forget about girls, careers, status, and recognition in the society at large. Their sexual drive is diminished,
they maintain a sense of belonging in the limited world of the
addict, they remain children forever."'
Cloward :111(1 Ohlin suggest that young drug addicts commonly are
"doulde failures.- They have a history of failure in conventional pursuits, s. hoot and emploment, and failure to achieve success and status
in groups pursuing delinquewy and crime.' It is conceivable that
such failures would include a disproportion ite number of inadequate
persomlities, as well as a disproportionate titunber of tter.ons handicapped by membership in minority groups. However, still anoklicr
possibility is that part of the reported person ;tiny inadequacy or weak
ego is an erroneous diagnosis. Such errors mould reflect a bias of suc-

cessful middle class observers, especially those not front minority
groups, who 111;ly fail to apprHate the normal differences between
their Own past carver outlook and the goals ;I)d expoctations of most

slum and minority youth. Large -scale It-S mrch on various aspects
of delinquency now underway in several cities may result in more
precise knowledge in this area
vit.
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PART VTHE SIPPRESSION OF NARCOTICS

The earliest American las' regulating the handling of narcotics
consists of the 1512 Hague intrmational treaty on control of the opium

trade, to which the United S- ates was a signatory. There have been
..:everal subsequent international agreements in this area. Americans,
since President Theodore Roof, evert, have been prominent in the leadership of these world efforts to :ontrol the movement of drugs between
nations. Later we shall disci ss the effectiveness of these measures.
The basic domestic law is t le, Harrison Act of 1914. It placed an
excise tax on transactions in n icotics and, therefore, required that detailed records be kept of all transfers of these drugs. The law specifically exempts physicians, c'entists, or veterinarians from penalties
for dispensing the drugs to pa ients in the course of their professional
practice. There is no mention of addiction.

Before the Harrison Act, narcotics could be purchased in any
pharmacy, through numerous mail order stores, and even in grocery
stores. No prescription was required. Laudanum, an opiate with
pain-relieving qualities, was i:idely used by housewives. The social
movement which resulted in -rassage of till Harrison Act involved
the same leadership and organizations that achieved passage of the
Prohibition Amendment and t w Women's Suffrage Amendment some
years later. Tlw most active. supporters of these measures acted
through major Protestant denominations and organizations such as
the Women's Christian Temperance Union.

Since the Harrison Act is a tax measure, its adminktration was asigned to the Treasury Deoar !merit, which established the Narcotics
Bureau. Early in the 1920's, Treasury publications advised physicians when to prescribe drug: awl when not to prescribe them. In
1925, a Spokane physician, Dr Charles 0. Linder, gave four tablets of
drugs to au addict who was a Government informer, and the Federal
District court convicted Lindm. of violating the Harrison Act. The
conviction cos; him his livens, for two years, and :;430,000, before the
lower court decision was set r side by the Supreme Court in a ruling
which clarified sortie. restrictions 011 physicians in earlier decisions.

Two important features of the Linder decision were: (a) the explicit statement that addiction is a disease; (11) the explicit statement
that physicians can legally-, if n good faith, give addicts small dosages
21
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of »arcotie drugs to relieve withdrawal symptoms.' However, Narcotics Bureau literature to physicians emphasizes their risk of arrest
in treating addicts, consequently, few care to deal with addicts outside
of public hospitals .specifically established for this purpose. The principal hospitals of this type are the U.S. Public Health Service. Hospitals at Lexington, Kentucky, and F rt
h, Texas, and New York
City hospitals at Bellevue and Riverside.

In MT, n special Marihuana Tax Act was passed regulating transactions in marihuana much as the lIarrison Act regulate, the transfer
of opiates. Since marihuana has little or no legitimate use in medicine,
the registration
taxation features of this act rarely are used to con-

trol legitimate transfers, but the penalty features, are available for the
prosecution of illegitimate marihuana sales.
In reaction to the, increased prominence of narcotics usage, and the

change in its distribution in the population during the 19,10's, the
Boggs Act was passed by Congress in 19)1. This law prescribed a
definite sentence, fixed by the court, within a 2- to s -year range, for
possession of naiveties on first conviction. It stipulated a sentence
range of :)-10 years on second conviction and 10-20 years on a third
conviction. Also, this Act denied parole to those convicted under it.
In 19..):), the House of Delegates of the American Bar .Association

requested a review of narcotics legislation by the Senate Judiciary
Committee. A subcommittee headed by Senator Price Daniel of
Texas hell iirominent public hearings at which various police and
sheri IT officials called for more severe penalties. The result ant Federal
Narcotic Control Act of 19:03 maintained the penalties for possession
in the previous Act, lint increased the maximum possible sentence on it
third convict on to 10 years. For sale or transfer, it specified a defi-

nite sentence within a 2- to 10-year range On first conviction,
years on second conviction, and 10-10 years on third or subsequent
coin ict ions. All of these sentences are without parole. For the sale
of heroin to a person tinder IS years of age, Federal courts:Ire author ized to impose a life sentence, and Federal juries !nay impose a death
sentence. To facilitate enforcement, (rim 0111S ;1111I NalT0tICS Bureau
officers are permitted to make arrests without a %%arrant, ill belief that
a drug-law offense has been committed. In addition. a 2-year penally
is tnlprrPrl for u,..;ng communication facilit
to arrange traffic in
narcotics%
tiviler %.
5te(,,...!c:-.1'.5. i. }.5 Sop. Ct. iii 119251. For n d..Inittn1
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Itt lirottono y.

A standard draft for a State law, issued by the Bureau of Narcotics
and known as the Uniform Narcotics Drug Act, has been adopted by

46 States, the District. of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. Four States
California, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and New Hampshire
drafted their own narcotics control legislation, but all except the New
Hampshire law are considered comparable to the Uniform Act. The
latter left blank the sections on penalties, but most States have penalties similar to those of the Federal Act, although some are in greater
detail. In Illinois, for example, pent- hies for soliciting or encouraging a minor to violate the Drag Act include indeterminate sentences
with minimum and maximum fixed with a raage of 2-5 years. The
range is 1-10 years for agreeing to sell narcotics, and increases on the
second offense, to a 10-year minimum and no maximum. The Illinois

penalty for illegal purchase or possession is an indeterminate sentence, with 2- to 10-year limits, for the first offense, and 5 years to life
for subsequent offenses. Probation or suspension are forbidden for
the subsequent offender. For Felling or dispensing, the penalty range
is from 10 years to life on first offense, and mandatory life on subsequent offenses, with no suspension or probation even on first offense.
In addition, Illinois provides a jail sentence for a definite term, ranging from PO days to a year, for unla
using or being addicted to
narcotics.' Needle scars are defined as pr;nta fade evidence of use.
Probation is permitted for this offense only if part of the probation is
served in jail.

Other provisions in Illinois and many other States authorize
synthetic opiate (Na lline) tests for any person arrested on a drug
charge., lint only with his written consent, and permit such consent to be

a condition of probation or parole for anyone with a record of II drug
offense.

These tests will be di cussed later in this chapter. The

arrested addict who can lye convicted for one of the several separate
Offenses distinguished in the narcotics legislation generally can he
convicted for other ones also, so the prosecutor can threaten to indict
on the charge with the most severe penalty, in order to induce a plea
of guilty to a lesser charge'
art has 1`11'a ?ICH unconstitutional insofar as it subjects persons to ar
per AC. People v.
Dart., 27 117 21
iSsg N.V. 2,1 2271 (19{1.3). get, the decision of /tobia,on Y.
California

rest iind Imilkonnient for tti, crime of bing an midi( t

'All detailed articles summarizing narcotics luirlsintion %%bleb no lirue
countered are highly cvalualhe Iry their presentation. For n
kith
frrroral evaluation ,11` 'Maurer find Vogi.l, op. cii.. chap. 7. For &tasted but
derogatory rolew4,
"Nmv.i.tle Trrig Taws n
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Policies" Low and l'onfi pGrary l'rGblemg. vol. 22, No. 1 (11.lotur
113-131; Dimall .1. Cantor, "Trip Criminal 1.flw mid the Narcotic. Problem."
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Difficulties In Suppressing Narcotic Traffic

There can be no doubt that efforts to enforce the 16 rrison Act and
State regulations have made narcotic drugs harder to procure for nonmedical use. Before it/14, the import, cultivation, and processing of
narcotic drugs were legal, but now drugs must be smuggled, and they
must be processed secretly. Formerly, places for the retail purchase
of drugs were readily accessible to any prospective enstomer, prices
were not beyond ordinary means, and there was no risk of punishment
involved. Now, a would-be purchaser must know how to contact and

gain the confidence of illegal peddlers, the drugs are exorbitantly
expensive, and he risks arrest, fine, and imprisonment in procuring
them. Perhaps the fact that drag purchase means classifying oneself
Ps criminal is t he major deterrent to their nse tod.-.y.
Nevertheless, a limit seems to exist in the extent to which the supply

of narcotic drugs can be cut of from those who are able caul willing
to purchaset hem through illegal channels. When profits are high and
the crime is feasible, sonic persons will always be attracted to it. Four
of the major problems hi trying to control the narcotics traffic are the
compactness of the product, the financial profit in this trade, the incompleteness of international controls, and the fact that the user does
not consider himself a victim.

As indicated earlier, heroin usually is used by addicts in a mixture
of only 1 or 2 percent narcotic, the remainder being an inert substance,
generally milk sugar. Pure heroin is a Ivhite powder which is extremely valuable because of the large number of addicts that a small
monnt can supply. It is estimated that heroin purchased for $1,000

in Italy or the Middle. Fast is sold for $300,000 retail in the United
States.' These fantastic profits motivate the underworld to lake exreme risks to smuggle it into the I 'tilted States, and they have interna1 loud syndicates for this purpose.

The compactness of these drugs make smugglers relatively hard to
detect.

A

package of a few ounce,-, salable for several thousand dollars

by the maierworld, may be no larger than a pack of cigarettes In
order to search incoming traffic :o the United States so thoroughly
that even narcot s in amounts of 1 pound or 2 would be discovered
would require a disturbance of international travel and shipping to an
extent that the public pi :)hably would not tolerate.
Interviews with juvenile drug aldiets in California Youth Authority

institutions indicate that many of them nial.e a regular practice of
crossing the Mexican borilvt with as little as
with which they
readily purchase drngs in the border cities at almitt half their cost
.cAntor.

cit. 14: r,211: Ani,Ithul. op, 'if., p. 70.
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in Los Angeles. They use part and sell the remainder on their return .5

If juveniles can do this, adult criminals obviously would find little
difficulty in concealing many pounds of heroin in an automobile, if it
is given no more than the perfunctory search which prevails at the
border. Intercepting smuggled heroin, therefore, requires that the
police have some special reasons for suspecting a border crosser, either

through a tip from an informer or from his dress or manner. The
latter clues are likely only to reveal the small and inexperienced
operators.

Although most countries of the Western World are signatories of
international agreenmonts to regulate the traffic, of opiates, some countries are not. Those with Communist, governments, notably China,
and Cuba under Castro, do not feel themselv..,s obliged by agreements
of the preceding regimes. Indeed, they ate motivated to sell as much
narcotics as they can in the West, both for a supply of dollars and to.
reduce the efficiency of non-Communist countries. Also, in many other

underdeveloped areas, notably Iran and other lands of the Middle
East, opium has long been a principal crop. Its regulation by the
government irputedly is corrupted by feudal landholders. Apparently large antotitits of their Production is exported illegally, in addition to that which they ship for medical purposes under the standard
international regist ration and control.' One of the strongest signs
that some limit hay been reached in the extent to 1ViiiCh we are likely

to eliminate traffic in illegal drugs in the 1'nit«1 Stales is the fact
that time underworld ',rice,: in major city areas allegedly remain relatively . table. Particularly in California, it has been reported that
tlwre is a must ant flow of drngs to imteet the demands of the profitable
market, with small independent importers expanding when large distributors are apprehended.' It aimears that we imm, -l.arply limited
to the degree that we can control drug distribution in Mexico, and to
restrict horde]. ,rossing, enough to prevent illegal import, would
require at the same time the disturbance of signmiflcant American and
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Mexican business and tourist interest which affect many more people

than the drug traffic.
A final problem in prevention is that the participants in drug
crimes include no one who consider,: himself a victim. As with other
illegal service crimes, there are no voluntary complainants to report
most of these offenses. It is because of this that the police need extreme
methods if they are to achieve arrests which will result in convictions;

they generally must entrap the offenders by using paid informers,
who act as sellers or customers. Known addicts are converted to
informers through payment by the police, through threat of arrest
and of it report of noncooperation to the court, awl sometimes, through
being allowed to keep sonic drugs they purchase illegally, or through
promise of immunity or of favorable recommendation to the court.

These morally compromising devices to motivate an informer, of
conrse, increase the possibility that innocent persons will be arrested
and evea convicted, although this probably happens rarely.
Suppression and Medical Treatment in the Community

An approach to the control of drug usage different from that employed in the United States is to consider addiction purely an illness,
rather than a crime, and an illness seldom requiring institutionalization. This implies no penalties for addict ion, but public responsibility
to make. medical treatment more readily available for this disease.
This conception may still imply suppression of illegal traffic in drugs
to reduce spread of the disease bnt it also implies' a change in the
conditions which create demand for illegal narcotic traffic. In short,
this approach sees addiction primarily as a public health problem,
anti deals with it in the same fashion that we handle other public
health problems.
This is the inetloxl employed in Britain, and in many other coun-

tries. Pe...sons who are addicts angst he registered with a central office

by a physician, and they are required to go to him for treatment. The
physician may give the addicts the drug to which they are addicted,
but he is supposed to try to taper their dosage cloven and to iry to cure
them. 'Ilie pat lents ;lay normal medical fees for the service and for
the drug, rat her than the exorldtant prices demanded by illegal dealers.
Since the introdlitioil of socialized medicine in Britain, this service
has become part icidarly cheap for the ;iddid, since there is only one
nominal price for any type of medication, amounting to less than half
a dollar."
".%lfrud H. 1,inde,doilli. "The lirith-h System of Nircrth s control," raw and
Nol. 22, No. I (Whiter 19571. pp. 110: 151: Edwin Nt.
Sehnr. "Hritlh Narcotics. Yolk te,," Journal nJ f'thr i not l.arr f'rim im,1"yp. arrrl
Crol 1 cm potory

l'olirr Frirnre, 01. 51, No. 6 (Mar( lo.pril 110(111, pp. 619 629. See also the
atalenordil of the Advb,ort ('nn III
.ledges Of the National Connell on Crime
nd Dt1inqu(liey, op. cit.
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In the United States, the medical approach was employed in clinics
for addicts which were opened in the early 1020's. These clinics were
soon closed at the recommendation of physicians and State and local
governments since; the clinics failed to reduce the rate of addiction
or criminal activity associated with addiction. There were conflicting
opinions as to the effect iveness of these clinics. The Narcotics Bureau
contends they were a failure; however, some writers claim that they
were relatively successful with many cases and were, never given an
rlequate chance to develop and improve by experiences
Tire argument for the British system of assigning addicts to indi-

vidual physicians emphasizes the fact that there are less than 400
registered addiete among the 60 million people in Great Britain, as
compared to estimates ranging from 60,000 to 200,000 addicts among

the 200 million people in the United States. The dimension of our
addiction problem, its concentration in lower income youth and minority groups, and the busy practice which most American physicians
already have, might make it difficult to adopt the British system without modification. Probably medical treatment of addicts in the United
States would require establishment of clinics in those neighborhoods
where addicts are most concentrated. Addicts elsewhere, or those with
more financial resources, probably could be treated bi physicians in
private practice if this were legal.
Under the British system, the transfer of narcotic drugs is closely
regulated, and illegal transactions in narcotics are punished. Indeed,
British law and 011 Ilarrieon Act are highly similar. This justifies
some assertions that the British system is like the American system;
however, there remains a sharp dist inction. Only in the United States
are official administrat ive efforts made to prohibit the giving of opiates
by a physician in the community for the purpose of relieving or prevent ing an addict's suffering front withdrawal effects.
t'rit ies of proposals for legal administration of drugs to noninstitu-

tionalized addicts in the Inited States argue that addicts will never
he satisfied with a medically prescribed dosage. They suggest that
the addicts will still seek additional drags from illegal channels, and
that dealers in
drugs trill continue to introduce many youths
to addict ion. ('limits cannot serve merely for the t reattnent of those
persons who are ad ihtedat the bile the clinics are established. Efforts
?mist Iv? made lo prevent continuance of an Magid drug market for
those addicted afterwards. Despite occasional (nation of sensational

cases, illegal drug trade does not appear to have ever become pronounced in Great Britain, where all new addicts are referred to physi
clans, and the number of addicts has not markedly increased. While
handicapped by their addiction, these addicts a e able to be selfsup'Hilbert S. IloNp.
and Viol fent la,' q

8,1tition to Its Nrirvotie, nr,,,/!-ol," 1,0 pr

PriArl prim. vI. 22. No. 1 1WInlyr 191i), PP. 132-1.37
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porting and probably are not as disturbing to others in the community
or to themselves as are chronic alcoholics.
Much of the controversy on this problem reflects differences in moral
philosophy. Proponents of medical treatment consider addiction a
private matter and object to its punishment as a crime, particularly
if the user does not inflict his ailment on others and conforms to regu-

lations on procuring his drugs through standard medical channels.
They have sometimes compared the addict with a diabetic, who pan
lead a useful life if allowed to take regular shots of insulin. Critics
of this position view addicts personally as morally evil, and as sources
of moral contamination to others in the community.

The extent to vhick American drug usage now is associated with
criminality probably accounts for tlic moral opprobrium directed towards narcotics. A further argument againEt purely medical treatment of drug addiction is one which is applicablz, to the legalization
I if every vice, including alcohol, gambling, and prostitution. This is
simply that vices seem to be pursued by more people and more frequently, when t hey are readily visible, accessible, cheap and respectable,
Haan when they are hidden, remote, expensive, or disreputable. Clinics

conveniently located and open to all who request service might encourage some new users, just as corner taverns and liquor stores attract
patronage which would not he drawn to a remote and illegal bootlegger.
This may mean only that clinics can have greatest utility in reducing
the dimensions of the drug problem only if a sound medical regulation
of their service is achieved.
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PART VIALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS FOR NARCOTICS USE

In discussing alternative modes of treatment for those involved with
narcotics, it is necessary to delineate the concern of this particular section. The emphasis here is on the. treatment of those persons who personally use narcotics rather than those who are involved in supplying
them. Since a number of users also "push" narcotics, primarily to
support their own habit, the various treatments reviewed here would
have applicability to them. However, the problem of the supplier, as
such, who :nay or may not use narcotics incidentally, involves other
treatment and control strategies which will not be discussed here. The
purpose of this publication is primarily to review various attempts to
alter the behavior of the user of narcotics.
The most widely employed method of treating narcotics use in the
United States are: (I) imprisonment ; (2) hospitalization (with medical and psychological services) ; (3) institutional counseling; (4) com-

munity surveillance (including compulsory tests for drug use); (5)
casework in the community ; (6) mutual aid organizations of
ex-addicts.
Each of these treatments, of course, often actually includes various
combinations of these methods, but for convenience of analysis, each
trill be discussed as totally separate classifications here.
Imprisonment

Most statistical data show that the postrelease violation rata of
persons committed to prison for narcotics offenses usually has not been
exceptionally high cc -npared to that of those committed for Ober types
of offenses, but this varies from ore, jurisdiction to the next.
Consistent with the inadequacy of personality ascribed to them by
AusuLel, narcotics offenders are reported to be generally highly conforming prisoners. In Federal prisons, there has been no diffic:Illy in
placing many of these men on minimum security assignments remarkably early, despite. the length of their sentences and their ineligibility

for parole. Apparently the prison situation, where their days are
structured and their lives secure, is not such a deprivation for them as it
is for other offenders. There are, of coursy., except ions to I his pattern,

reflecting perhaps the personalities other than passive dependents
which A k-libel asswitile41 with nattict ion.
Imprisonment, of c(litrolicky not be very constructive if it does not.

in, olve parole. Eliminating parole removes a major incentive to
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change the length of confinement by self-improvement in prison. It
also denies the State the right to provide surveillance, supervision, or
assistance to the narcotic offinder after he is released.
Even when the best, modern prisons provide as much therapy as is
available in many public hospitals, an additional argument against imprisonment is the notion that addiction is a disease, rather than a crime.
This implies t hat narc(,,t ics fuser:: should be confined only as long as their
medical needs Iva mint. Such an approach is especially in conflict with

the Federal sentencing policy for narcotics
ics offenses, which requires
long confinement and offers no prospect of parole. This clearly c Altnidicts thebasiemedical principles of individual treatment and release
based on medical diagnosis.
Mr. ,Tames V. Bennett, formerly I)irector of the Federal Bureau of
Prisons, has asserted: ". . . the American narcotics statutes . . in
their savagely indiscriminate treatment of violators, will someday be
equated with t he Salem wit oh I rials of col( Mal America." '

The view that narcotic addiction is es.sentially a medical rather than
(.i ininal problem was given some emphasis by a holding of the U.S.
Supreme Court in 1962 in I he case of Robin8on v. Co/iforoilo.= In this

ease, the 1T.S. Supreme Court sl rue!: down a section of a California
statute which imposed a criminal status and a penal sanction on one
who was addicted from the. use of narcotic. The critical point hi the
decision is that California had interpreted their law as making unlawful the "status" or "condition" of addiction without proof of actual
use of narcotics or (other accompanying misconduct (c.9.. possession of
narcotics) within the State's jurisdiction.
.Tust ice Stewart, speaking for a majority of (he court. said,"We deal
with a statute which makes the 'status' of narcotic addiction a criminal
offense, for which the offender may be prosecuted '(it any time I.Vfore
lie re fori ifs.' " The Court found this lobe a cruel and nu isita I punishment and thus a violatimt of the Eighth ..kinenddient of the U.S. Con

stitutior. However, the court went on to indicate, ". State ni.n.dit
impose criminal sanctions, for example, against the unauthorized
mann fact lire, prescription, s(iie, purchase or possession of narcotics
Ivithin its border.
. The State might establish a program of
compulsory treatment f , , r those addicted t o
.
And
penal sanction might be iinpoeol for failure to comply with the established compulsory treatment procedure:.,, 'Plots, a bile the condition
.

.

.

.

of addict ion itself cannot be subject to crinoinal prosecution, the State
can continue to pi 0,-oefite for the many (iclions incident to addiction.
II appears, therefore, that penal sanctions directed toward these inciIn
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dental actions will continue to cause many drug addicts to be sentenced
to prison. Of course, whatever the ultimate legal decision might be,
an optimum prison program, with flexible parole prospects, can have a
number of the feat urea of a hospital progra.n for addicts.
Hospitalia.tion

California, in 1961, and New York, the following year, passed laws
providing for civil commitment of drug addicts to mental hospitals.
Actually, most States could probably make such commitments under
appropriate interpretation of existing laps, but this seldom is clone.
The New York laws permit : (a) voluntar. commitment of an addict
to a hospital, on his own initiative or on that of next of kin, with a
court procedure like that of mental commitiMent, and a provision that
once committed the addict. must stay for 1113 duration of treatment or
op to a year; (b) voluntary commitment of in arrested narcotic addict
with consent of court, regardless of crime' for which arrested, to a
mental hospital having proper safeguards, with stay of prosecution

until treatment in the hospital and it, outpatient aftercare is completed. In the latter case, criminal charges are dismissed if the medical program is completed to the satisfaction of the supervising physicians.' Several proposals for Federal legislation of this type have
been snbmitted to Congrms.'
Commitment to U.S. Public 1 fea Ith Servi and other hospitals for
treatment of drug use can be entirely volni tt ry, can he voluntary as a
fulfillment of a condition of probation, or care be on sentence to Federal
imprisonment. Only in the latter two types of arrangement is there
certainty that the patient will remain ;111111 the physicians consider
him ready for release, which generally is oil y after a minimum of 6
months' confinement. Pecause of their sent ?aced case_, the two Fed-

eral hospitals, at Lexington and Fort Worth, are constructed like
medium security prisons.
Hospitals are notably successfull in dealing with withdrawal disturbances and in relieving other physical ailments of the addicts. Patients
suffering withdrawal symptoms on arrival generally are given metha-

done, a synthetic drug related to the opiat es, which relieves opiate
withdrawal symptoms, but does not have windrawal effects of its own
as disturbing: as those of the opiates. Thus, the patient's body shifts
from opiate to methadone intake, and
latter is gradually
terminated.
Ilictiard IL Kull. "(10 roniniittuont for Natl.( He Additis." Icitera1 r,obafir,n, vol. 27, So. 2 (June 1963 ), pp. 21-23.
"An Mt crnnlIvr Prop.-411 for 111 nling witli Pirtig. Addiction,"

Irdrra PodSnlital, vol. 27. No. 2 (June 1901, pp. 11 2F. Tho .krirkor:
of jiidges of the Nritionril Council on Crime and delinquency
taken it position agatn,r any type of cointuntut-tit of drug addicts op. cif.
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In addition to ;his medical treatment, most hospitals for addicts
have a hither ratio of psychological and social work staff to patients
than are. found in prisons. This staff provides examinations for all
rases. and special counseling programs for those individuals who scout
most likely to profit front then). Some of these hospitals also have
itctive chapters of Narcotics Anonymous or Addicts Anonymous,
wh'cli are discussed below, in which patients are encouraged to part ieipato. These may place them in contact with chapters on the outside.

In the opinon of many. the major limitation of hospital treatment.
especially at hospitals distant front the addict's home, is the inahility

io continue. rounseling after the patient returns to a nonitospital
environment.
Records on Cie ()Meow of hospitalization in treating roidielion are
grossly inadequate. Only in 19(12, With the establishment of a So-

ciology Section at the Addiction Research Cebter at Lexington,
Cie that hospital's intake records putielled oft statistical
tabulation cord: and routine statistical collection initiated. In addition, Held studies of ex-patients are underway. Three signifloant past
studios of patients reloased from the Federal hospital at Lexington

are especially interesting because of their contrasting results, as
follows:
1.

the cal-

.1 study of all -1.7(113 male patients

endar years 1936 through 1910. using FBI fingerprint records.
hospital re,-ords and correspondence for follow-up information,
found that 77, 1,ercent of those for tshon po,tivIvost) information
had peen 11111,4 inent. -13 percent wore readmit led to

inslititt ions, 7 pelcent there dead, and the remaining quarter had
intermittent rehpses. hotell,r, this pea coMo:re is only applied
information
to the Co percent of the sample for 1, hom
i lap(
could he procured. 1 ilPre is reason to holik.ve that
was more common in the lo percent who could not be traced than
in those studied, sing(' most of the fraying resulted) front the relea.gie having further contact with the ho,pital or with police or
correctional authorities.'
:'11(1(1 it'tS (11,C117trgoi front
`2. In a follow-up of 1.912 New
the Lexington. Iviltlicky. hri-pit:11 het %%veil July 1ft;e2 and Decent-

1K.r 197'5, 3,1 aat outact was mole with
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New York were readdicted in 6 months, 3 percent used nareltics
irregularly, and only 7 percent were abstinent 6

3. Follow-up interviews and investigations, including tests, of
a sample of 285 individuals committed to the Federal hospital
at Lexington from within the State of Kentucky between May
1935 and December 1959, have been initiated by the Sociology
Section of the hospital's research Center. Preliminary findings
suggest that of those still alive, about 75 percent are abstinent
now, and the remainder still are addicted, but about one-fifth of
t hose now abstinent admitted a previous relapse.'

The foregoing suggests that addicts are most likely to relapse if
they return to an area where they previously used drugs, or where
drug use is concentrated, and if they procured the drugs from criminal rather than from other sources. These may be useful clues for
evaluating the parole prospects of persons with a history of addiction.
.About -to percent of Federal narcotics hospital admissions now are
readmissions. However, it is noteworthy that many readmission cases
reuurined abstinent for several years bet wren relapses. Some ultimately become abstinent for a lifetime, after having several hospitalizations. In many of these, and other cases, the hospital certainly may
have been valuable as a refuge from the circumstances of addiction,
as a place for humane detoxification, and possibly, as a locale for remobilization of personality resources, counseling, and ;alarming for
more successful cthwts at abstinence in the future.
A systematic study of it number of addicts who went through a cycle
of cure and relapse indicates that they develop guilt feelings when
using drugs and high expectations about life as an abstainer, leading
to the decision to lake a cure. However, their aspirations regarding
favorable rebnionships and self-conception as an abstainer are not
realized, so they subsequently. are attracted back to the social world

of addicts, where they have more gratifying social relationships'
Possibly the tapering off of drug arrests after age I0 indicates the
older person's final maladjnstment in younger addict worlds. This
cycle suggests the importance of Focial factors in kith treatment and
prevent ion of addict ion.
Institutional Group CoAsellog

A number of .tats,, 1101,04 California, have special counseling
programs for drug addicts in institutions. Under legislation in CalK 4)LI.Prooff, "Follow-11 Stiffly or Nm'o.,,Ile Brag
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ifornia, parolees with a history of narcotics use who are. found to be
relapsing to drugs but are not yet known to have. committed serious
offenses, may be returned to prison for a 90-day counseling program.
They then reslime parole, without formally being declared violators.
This program is operated at Chino and San Quentin prisons, with the
inmates involved separated from the rest of the prison population.
It is conducted in conjunction with a community surveillance and
testing program, to be described in the next section.
In the Chino program, all returnees participate in a. single counseling session for over an hour each morning, and they have small group
se.3sions of similar duration in the afternoon. ll'omen prisoners re-

turned under the same program are transported to Chino daily from
the nearby State prison for women, to participate in the groups with
the 111C11. Clinical psychologists and social workers. as well as some
custodial staffs and visit ing parole officers, sit with the groups which
are operated under nondirect ive techniques.
A. much more structured content in counseling was reported in New
York, where the "psychodrama" technique was employed in work with
addicts at Pikers Island Penitentiary and at Riverside Ifospital. In

this procedure, after semidirected discussion brings out the addict's
problems in various social relationships, ,pe('ial manipulations are
introduced to make him more aware of the viewpoints of the others in
these relat ionships. In the "tole reversal" technique. one addict plays

the role of another person, such as the in

about whom a given
addict has perhaps coinplained, or the addic, ho is t roulffed with relationships with his mother plays his mother, while someone else plays
him. In the "double" technique, one addict stands Ireliind a subject
addict, and tries to express the feelings which he believes the subject

is experiencing but cannot express' well.

A.

third technique, the

"soliloquy," simply is to get the sul)ject addict to say whatever comes
into his mind, for an extended period, before the counseling group.

In the "mirror" technique which is something like. the double. the
addict assisting the subject to express himself actually imitates what
he considers are relevant features of the subject's behavior and express
sion. .111 these devices ore directed at stimulating insight and behavioral reeducation. It has been sittzgested that not only the part ici
pant whojs subjected (o analysis at a given moment, but all p; icipa

s

in these dramas may gain insight. for all have similar problems!'
Group counseling progroin in an insl it ni ion are subject to the aurae
major problems whicl confront hospilali/ation alone as a treatment
for addicts. The 110ln:ding
done in situation tvbi,h is highly
of
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protected and which becomes increasingly remote when the addict
returns to t he pressures of his environment.
Community Surveillance and Testing

Initial identification of addicts conies mainly from informers or is
incidental to their arrest on other grounds. However, once a person's
prior narcotics involvement is ke
e can be watched, particularly
if he, is on parole or probation am., .` refore, i required to veport and
is restricted in his freedom of movement. Nevertheless, establishing
with certainty whether such persons currently are using drugs poses
special problems. Fresh needle marks have been considered acceptable
evidence in court. Analysis of urine provides highly concInsive evidence on the use of narcotics, but the tests require about (1 hours of
laboratory processing. In recent years, however, a new adjunct to
stir. Lillatice has been discovered the so-called Nalline tests.
Nalline (also called Nallorphine, or by still more complex chemical
names) is a drug of a type properly called an antinarcotic. It is
related to ';he opiates in such a way that i; a person has opiates in his

body, an injection of :canine will give him withdrawal symptoms.
Only nough Nalline is injected for minimum withdrawal effect to
occur, namely, the dilation of the eye pupils. The pupils are first
measured under controlled light conditions, Nalline is then injected
into the arm, and an eye pupil measurement is repeated in 20 to 30
minutes.

If the p(Non tested has not been using opia les, his eye pupils

will now be measurably smaller; if he has been using, opiates, the
pupils will he unchanged or enlarged, depending on the amount of
opiates lie has been using and on individual variations in extent of
reaction. While sonic testing:: are inconclusive, ti is felt that if a per-

son persists in using narcotics and if testing is frequent, this use will
he evident hi 1 subsequent test. Errons are deliberately kept in the
direction of overlooking probably slight drug usage, so that ttlr elnclu,i()11 that opiates are being used is highly depe.ot it
and has been
accepted in court as legal evidence."
The. Nalline lust has 1)0011 adtninislcred

On

a schluled and on a

..;iit-prie basis in California to thousands of parolees, probationers.
and arreAces who bale histories of narcotics usage 01' are suspected of
drug use. l', rsons whose test results ;Ile Imsi111'" 'Are i111111ediatily
placed in custody. One indicator of the effectiveness of frequent test
adminiArathat in changing drug are patterns is that the inimber of
parolees with 1),)11Ve 4e:A re ills dedille,; !..t 01114 1vIlen the testing
practice Ilecotries established, from over a fifth to less than I percent.
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Some persons connected with thc, Na 'dine testing program in California have suggested in conversati,m that the test is a "chemical conscience." The former addict on parole or probation with a regular

testing program knows that if he resumes drug use he will be caught.
This pressure, it is claimed. leads him to forsake temptations to return
to drug user circles. The experience of success at a legitimate way of
life, and the new social contacts made there, tend to end his attraction
to drugs. It has been claimed by some test advocates that some former
addicts gain self-confidence from the test's objective demonstration and
that they have been successful in abstaining from drugs, something no
one had believed they could do.

It has been alleged, however, that addicts may time their drug use
£0 as to avoid detection at any regular test time, and that they may
reduce tl eir drug intake sufficiently to have sonic success in masking
their usage when given a test with as hill? as 24 to 48 hours' notice. It
also has been alleged that the tests encourage them to take nonopiate
narcotics. These tactics, of course, might make their drug use. less
disabling than as more heavy and persistent opiate habit would he. The
fact. that Nalline test centers for parolees promote contact among addicts, who fraternize in the waiting rooms, is another minor criticism of
11Pse. testing programs. Filially, there has been sonic objection to an
involuntary Nalline test as an infringement on an individind's right to
privacy, his rights against self-incriminat ion, and his personal dignity.
Test advocates contend that these charge.: may have some strength for
arrestees, but they argue that parolees or probationers have a weaker
case on this point because of their agreement to cooperate in this pro-

gram as a condition of their release. Time alone will tell if these
distinctions will be supported by judicial findings.

The. California Narcotics Treatment- Control Project, established
late in 1959 in the Los Angeles and San Francisco areas, provides the
following features for the parole supervision of persons with a history
of opiate use:

(1) They are placA under specially trained parole agents,
dealing only with addicts.
(2) These agenis have caseloads of only 30, as against fly-, usual
adult caseload of about 1:).
(3) The parolees agree to receive at least one regularly sAeduled Nalline test per week, and one surprise test per month (they
are given less than 4S hours' not ice on the latter).

(4) Those parents found using drugs again are roomed for
90 days to a
counseling eviller at a pri,on (described in the
p 'role vi,,lator.:,
preceding sc,1 ion ). but they are not
lion of the proje4 t
(S) 'i he initial adinini
reseal co
oft
de.ign in which a 11 ntionily selected coal
parolees

vas allowed to remain in regolar:-.ized caseloads. but were still

0') f
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given Nalline testing, and still another randomly selected control
group was released to regular caseload supervision without test ing.

Of the experimental narcotics program cases in the Is Angeles
area, 65 percent were detected using narcotics again within an 18-month

period, most of these within the first 6 months after release.. In the
control group with Nalline testing, 60 percent were found to be using
drugs within 18 months, and in the control group without testing, only
47 percent were detected in drug use in this period. The experiment
was considered successful and is being continued, on the assumption

that the untested group actually reverted to drugs more often than
butt heir drug use %vas not detected, hence
the 47 percent floire suggests, but
not controlled.

In the control group, without Nalline testing, 69 percent received
prison sentences or jail terms in excess of 00 days, within 18 months, as
compared to 53 percent for the experimental group. However, of those
in the experimental group who were not given new prison sentences or
jail terms of 90 days or more, within 18 months after their release. on
parole, about three-quarters had been committed one or more times for
the 00 -day counseling program in prison. This incarceration did not
count either as a new sentence or as a parole violation. Of the. addicts

who were conlined for this counseling program and were reparoled
comet biles two or more times within the 1S-month follow-up period

about 20 percent avoided relapse to drug use for 6 months or more.
While it is not conclusively established that this program of counseling and close control reduced the rate of renewed narcotics usage, it
did permit prompt apprehension of those who returned to drug use.
Apparently this reduced the extent to which parolees committed crime
in order to support addiction. The similar drug-use rates for those in
the experimental program and those in the row zol group with testing
suggest that the main impact of the special program collies from the
te;f;ng, rather than the counseling."
The Narcotics Treatment -Cold rol program was followed, and
largely replaced, by the civil commitment of addicts to the California
Rehabilitation Center at Norco, which opened in 1961. This commitment is by order of any county superior court and may lw imposed on
Impale who Idlint at ily rortie:,1 s I reattnent for addiction, or is con
victed of a inisdenivanor or a nonviolent felony and is then found by
the convicting court, on advice of iwo physicians, to he an addict. In
the latter development, the case is transferred from the convicting
rnutttoanothcrsaalmriorcourl for OW
"
a folh.r nr.e.omf ,f
vrogr.m.
15,1ortmpnt
of l'orr-ro
NfircoliP 7n al,Hr off -I' fop( rhl Pro,com
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Following the U.S. Supreme Court. decision in the Robinson case,"
which forbade treating addiction as a crime in itself, the California
law was amended in 1963 to eliminate all phraseology like "sentence" or

"parole. Paragraph 6399 of Chapter 11, Title 7, Part 3 of the California Penal Cock, now reads: "It is the intent of the Legislature that
persons addicted to narcotics, or who by reason of repeated use of narcotics are in imminent danger of becoming addicted, shall be treated
for such condition and its underlying causes, and that such treatment
. who
shall be carried out for nonpunitive purposes. . . . Persons
are uncooperative 1vitli efforts to treat them . . . nevertheless should
be kept in the program for purposes of coot rol."
The 1963 amendment made the term of confinement or sopervi.sion

independent of whether the person committed himself or was committed following a conviction. A "Narcot ics Treatment Evaluation
Authority" was established to replace the parole boards as the releasing agency in these case,. The term "released to out patient status"
now is used instead of "parole for this release process, although the
outpatient treatment involves supervision in 30-tuna caseloads and
compulsory Nallitic testing, notch Re the Narcotics Treatment -Controt Program. However, the duration of return to inpatient status is
determined on au individual case. basis by the new Narcot ics Treatment.
Evaluation Authority, instead of being for the 90-clay term. Persons
committed after felony or misdemeanor convict ions are returned to the
sentencing court after they comitlete three years of narcotics-free out-

patient status, and the court may then sentence thou for their offense
or discharge them. Persons committed voluntarily may be diselmr,,ed
by the .1uthority at any time. Thus far, the program has survived
tests of its legality by appeals through the California Supreme Court,
but it is too early to assess the program's effectiveness.
Casework Programs for Addicts In the Community

Programs of couns.ding for addicts in the community ore of t Ivo
major types: one consists of government-sponsored programs in which
some element of compulsion frequently is employed to insure participation; the other consists of voluntary programs, often organized by
exaddicts, iii whiolt the only compoision consists of expelling timed
persons who do not can form to :wt.:allied standards of behavior. The.

latter will be dealt with separately, as 111111lill :61 4,.tgailiz;11 ions.
Special counseling and assistance programs for Foadves and probaI loners 1Vith histories of narcotic addiction have been established in
Philadelphia, New 1 arks CAlifOr111:k. ;111(1 0111T
The New
York 1,14),LrrIlil 11111011A Iv r 1.1'41 i( on of spc, iul narcotic .1.0.14):111Q, of
small
lard to .pe rally ,-ele,ted parole officer.'. This proN iled
r

closer attention to the addi,t's molls than NNotild Le possible under
"V6bill,,,ri Y. California, 6p. cit.
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ordinary parole supervision conditions. Funds were made available
to the officers for emergency economic assistance to these parolees,
including money to "buy" jobs at private employment agencies which
guarantee a Loan fide referral to t hose who pay in advance.
Analysis of experience on this project suggests that it was markedly
successfrl in redneing the number of offenses or other parole violations
by narcot is parolees, but the rate of relapse to narcotics use was almost .

the same as that of narcotic parolees released in the preceding year
under ordinary parole supervision."
The Philadelphia program provides a narcotic testing program in
conjunction with a series of carefully defined supervision methods.
Four types of supervision are provided varying in caseload size, intensity of counseling, and frequency of contact. Preliminary results in-

dicate that test ing clearly acts as a deterrent to future drug use.
Although still too early to establish definitely, intensive counseling,
group and individual, seems to also result in lower failure rates both
during the parole period and after."
A feature of the California program includes a special "halfway
House" for addicts released to parole in the Los Angeles area. This
establishment. is operated jointly by the California Department of
Correct ions and the Los Angeles St ate College under a grant from the
National Institute of Mental health. h. Addicts live. in the center while
seeking their first employment and receiving initial counseling.
When they seem t to be progressing, they procure housing on their own
in the community but maintain contact with the "halfway House" for
counseling purposes. A careful evaluation of the effect iveness of t his
program is planned.
Mutual Ald Organizations of En-Addicts

Perhaps the first mutual aid organization of addicts consisted of
Narcotics Anonymous, au organization founded at the Federal hospital at Lexington, and modeled on Alcoholics Anonymous. Similar
groups have been established in several cities, some of which arc called
Addicts Anonynnu is. This organization has mot received lunch special
study or publicity, so it is difficult to evaluate. Possibly die severity of
our laws on drug usage make it inexpedient for these organization; to

publicize their activity as much as Alcoholics Anonymous has done.
A highly publicized mutual aid program for addicts is Synanon
House, established at Santa Monica, California, in 1958. The first
local ion provided residence for some
ex-addicts. Three more have
since Is-en established- -in Reno, Nevada ; Westport, Connecticut ; and
"Sfrifo"f No w V11..154./4 Inrrual
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San Diego, California. Synanon is a self-governing corporation, and
has an auxiliary organizat ion of "Friends of Synanon," which includes
many promii;ent non addicts from Los Angeles and its suburbs. Sev-

eral faculty members from the nearby ITniversit of California at
Los Angeles have spent considerable. time with this group.
Synanon is supported primarily by contributions, including extensive contribution: of day-old or surplus food from stores and restaurants, and contributions of furniture and clothing, as well as legal
and medical services. The organization eneourages nonaddict visitors, e.specially at its daily luncheon discussions and its Saturday night
nonalcoholic and Londrug parties. Senior members of Synanon also
do much public speakitrg at schools, churches, and service, clubs
throughout Southern California. It certainly has made a cont ribu-

tion to greater public acceptance of ex-addicts and sympathy for
their problems.
Both sexes are included in Synanon re,Ilence-.., with the wo»ten's
1 ledroonis on a separate floor. There are also lranch houses, including

ono with children of addicts and their parent or parents, for addicts
when they have. progressed sufficiently to he reunited with (heir families. These ex-addicts do all the work of operating their establishment, including collecting the contributions by truck.
When new ;oldicts, arrive at Synanon they are not allowed to leave
at all for several months. and for sonic months after that they may
only leave in the company of those who have been there longer. When
they are more advanced. they may procure jobs or attend school in the

adjacent community, and they then make financial contributions to
the house, but they also are expected to open a savings account. In the
final stage. they may move out of the Synanon
but they are expected to remain in frequent communication with it.
The name Synanon was ;olapted from an uneducated addict's mis-

pronunciation of "seminar."

'Hie label was adopted for a special

kind of intensive counseling session conducted by the residents several
times a week in small groups. These mix old and new residents, and

emphasize breaking down the rationalizations and deceptions with
which ;oldie's mislead themselves ;th.*. dtempt to fool others."
Considerable uncertainy as to the effect iveness of such mutual aid
programs is warranted. despite their impressive success with certain
individuals. Those who remain in the organization NT111 clearly to
have terminated the use of nareot les, sonul illik's after many years of
addiction. However, those who lapse or otherwise fail to coopei ate
while in the program :ire ijecleri front Ilic e.-4:0414inent, so that they
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failures are not visible. Secondly, it seems evident that, like Alcoholics Anonymous, mutual aid programs ate particularly attractive
to the more literate addicts These include disproportionately those

of middle class background and self-educated former long-term
prisohers. Although all saves and national groups are represented in
the membership of Synanon, it includes convicuously fewer persons
of Spanish descent than one would expect front the total of California
commitments.

A third criticism is that these organizations do little to culminate
the cure of addictions by integration of the addict into a nonaddict
social world.

The addict becomes increasingly dependent on his Synanon relationships. For many, it becomes a substitute family, :tad
the members apparently continue for years to feel socially deprived

and alienated when in the outside world among persons who are
neither addicts nor ex-addicts.
Many ex-addicts are known whose cure involved establishment of a

successful career and happy family life after a complete break with
all addicts, following release from a prison or hospital. Probably
most of the young narcotics patients aml prisoners of past years, who
no longer appear in official recorda as older patients or prisoners, were

cured by such assinulation into nonaddict society, where their past
now is unknown. This suggests that mutual aid societies. are not the
only cute for addiction, as some imply, although they may be of special valve for some cases.
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